Visualization of the native shape of bodipy-labeled DNA in Escherichia coli by correlative microscopy.
The native shape and intracellular distribution of newly synthesized DNA was visualized by correlative (light and electron) microscopy in ice embedded whole cells of Escherichia coli. For that purpose, the commercially available modified nucleoside triphosphate named BODIPY® FL-14-dUTP was enzymatically incorporated in vivo into the genome of E. coli mutant K12 strain, which cannot synthesize thymine. The successful incorporation of this thymidine analogue was confirmed first by fluorescence microscope, where the cells were stained in the typical for bodipy green color. Later the preselected labeled E. coli were observed by Hilbert Differential Transmission Electron Microscope (HDC TEM) and the distribution of elemental boron (contained in bodipy) was visualized at high-resolution by an electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) technique. The practical detection limit of boron was found to be around 5 ∼ 10 mmol/kg in area of 0.1 μm2 , which demonstrated that ESI is a suitable approach to study the cytochemistry and location of labeled nucleic fragments within the cytoplasmic chromosomal area. In addition, the fine cellular fibrous and chromosomal ultrastructures were revealed in situ by combing of phase-plate HDC TEM and ESI. The obtained results conclude that the correlation between fluorescent microscopy with phase-plate HDC TEM and ESI is a powerful approach to explore the structural and conformation dynamics of DNA replication machinery in frozen cells close to the living state.